Modelling transfers in fractured media remains a challenging task for nuclear waste storage. In this context, flow velocities around a repository are assumed very small which makes matrix diffusion to play a major role in strongly retarding mass transfers. The development and qualification of a novel smeared fracture approach adapted to these conditions is presented. Flow and transport are solved using a Mixed Hybrid Finite Element method, limited here to 2D problems for the sake of simplicity. The geometry of major fractures and matrix blocks is accounted for without handling a huge dedicated meshing. The precision of the method is studied for various test cases, mesh sizes and transport regimes. It is shown that the smeared fracture approach is accurate while limiting computational costs for transfers at low velocity typical of post closure conditions.
Introduction
Within the field of nuclear spent-fuel storage, special emphasis is put on experimentation and simulation to improve the modelling capabilities in capturing the transfer of radionuclides within natural fractured media (GEOTRAP 2002; Chapman and McCombie 2003) . Several issues make this modelling work a challenging task. Issues include the geometrical variability of the system, the scarcity of available data, and the strong contrasts in parameter values between mobile and immobile zones (Bear et al. 1993) . Thus, experimental programs at underground laboratories provide site-specific data bases for testing and modelling programs. These programs are intended to provide a better representation and understanding of major processes. A detailed presentation of the present concerns in terms of research and development for the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratoratory of SKB (SKB, 2004) .
This study was initiated within the SKB Task Force to focus on different issues linked to the Äspö site (South West Sweden) using the associated database. This site is one of the best characterized and best documented in the world and provides unique opportunities for realistic modelling exercises. Several international exercises were organized over the last decade within the Task Force to assess the different issues associated with nuclear waste storage. These exercises took advantage of the rich Äspö database and addressed topics related to flow and transport modelling at both local and regional scales (Äspö Web Site; Grenier and Benet, 2002; and Grenier et al. 2004 ).
The main objective of the study is to bridge between site characterization (SC) models and performance assessment (PA) models. SC models tend to be complex, incorporating detailed physical and geochemical properties, as well as calibrated on or constrained by short-term and small-scale in situ experiments. PA models, in contrast, can be simpler, limited to the main physical features, and are generally used to address uncertainties by simulating a range of possible configurations and parameter values. They apply to longer time ranges and larger spatial scales.
Because of the low conductivity of matrix blocks in crystalline, in this case granitic, media, flow primarily occurs along fractures, which are, for radionuclides, the main transfer paths. Transfer in these (more or less) complex conductive units is advective and dispersive. Nevertheless, interactions with the rock matrix and/or stagnant zones limit the velocity or the importance of mass fluxes. One of the key retention processes to be considered for transfer into low-permeability formations is diffusion into immobile zones. Fractions of the plume are temporally diverted from primary flow paths by diffusion into rock blocks (porous portions of the rock with negligible flow, fracture infilling materials, depositions onto fracture walls, dead end pores, etc.). This process is typically referred to as the matrix diffusion effect (Neretnieks 1980; GEOTRAP 2002) . The importance of this phenomenon increases as the diffusion coefficient values increase, or with increasing contact time between the plume and the host rock. For a post-closure situation (natural flow and repository installed within low conductivity zones), the water velocity is very slow. As a consequence, matrix diffusion is likely to become an important mechanism in radionuclide transport.
Transfers in fractured media have already been subject to intense modelling work (e.g., Bear et al. 1993 , Berkowitz 1994 . Nevertheless, models incorporating detailed fracture geometry were mainly developed for flow situations encountered in rapid transfers more typical of experimental test cases. In particular, discrete fracture network approaches represent flow and transport in a fractured network by means of a discrete network of simple interconnected features. Such models are computationally efficient and can account for various transport phenomena. Matrix diffusion is implemented similarly to a retardation factor along each connecting feature and corresponds to a limited or unlimited orthogonal 1D diffusion. Nevertheless, these models are not adequate for slow transfers in a fractured block since matrix diffusion is no longer limited to the close vicinity of the fractures but is able to connect wide portions of the fractured block. The actual block geometry should then be taken into account.
Our smeared fracture approach involves a continuum approach to the geometry of the fractured rock allowing for actual geometry of the matrix zones to be represented. The basic philosophy is to provide a versatile tool for system calibration (based on in situ pumping and tracer tests). The main features of the fractured block are represented (main conductors at the scale of the studied block) whereas minor fracturing is homogenized. Identification is then reduced to a limited number of properties associated with some major features. Nevertheless, the geometry of these features can be easily modified for calibration since no dedicated meshing of the geometry is considered. The method handles a regular meshing over which specific hydrodynamic properties make the difference between fractures and matrix blocks.
The basic idea of the approach is not to mesh the fracture network but to consider the presence of fractures by means of continuous heterogeneous fields (permeability, porosity, head, velocity, concentration, etc.) . This approach, previously followed by others (e.g., Svensson 2001 and Tanaka et al. 1996) , is referred to as the smeared fracture approach and has an important advantage since no dedicated spatial discretization effort is required (a regular mesh is used and simulations can be done on a rough grid, which saves computer time). This makes this approach very promising when accounting for heterogeneity and prediction uncertainty within a Monte Carlo framework. Furthermore, the geometry of the matrix blocks where transfers proceed by diffusion is fully taken into account contrary to classical simplified 1D approaches. Nevertheless, the continuous heterogeneous field representation of a fractured medium requires a homogenisation process at the scale of the handled mesh and constant mesh size might not be appropriate to simulate contrasted transitory transport regimes. In the following, the principle of the method is presented as well as its development and qualification. The approach was implemented and tested in our simulation code, Cast3M (Cast3m Web Site).
Development of the smeared fracture approach for the MHFE scheme ♦ Geometrical features
The first step consists in selecting within the regular -grid the meshes containing a fracture. In doing so, care is taken to assure connectivity across the elements to form flow tubes. In a 2D space, fractures are considered as piecewise linear objects (segments). An example is provided in Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1 .2 for the 4 conductor case considered below: the meshes of the regular grid intersected by a fracture are identified (voids on the figure) and assembled to form a connected tube-like geometry. Eq. 1 is solved with the smeared fracture approach but in using equivalent permeability values. These values are associated with the elements selected and computed to provide net water flux conservation. The homogenization procedure is applied at the fracture level and directly allows for exact flux at the outlets. This differs from other smeared fracture approaches (Tanaka et al. 1996; Svensson 2001 ) treating the homogenization process as averaging at the level of each mesh and using the well known Finite Volume scheme to differential equations. Our approach allows for exact restitution of the total water flux transiting through each fracture considered individually. Another advantage is that the lateral extension of a fracture is roughly limited to the size of one mesh ( Fig. 1. 2) whereas other smeared fracture approaches implemented with equivalent properties based on volume averages and a finite-element scheme for flow resolution lead to larger lateral smearing of the conducting features (Svensson 2001) . The remaining point is to choose a parameter value for fracture intersections: the maximum of the considered properties is applied. This is a deviation from the strict equivalence obtained for single conductors and the accuracy of a simulation at the scale of an entire network is to be tested as regard reference calculations.
Homogeneity of fracture properties are assumed here but variations of properties along any of the conductors could easily be taken into account. The actual homogenization procedure used for the flow problem (determination of equivalent transmissivity) is shown in Figure 2 . A mixed and hybrid finite-element (MHFE) scheme (Mosé et al. 1994 ) is used as flow solver. This numerical scheme provides accurate mass conservation even for highly heterogeneous media. This conservation is guaranteed for each mesh by the introduction of four unknowns also called traces and affected to the centre of the mesh edges in addition to the classical unknowns corresponding to the centre of the meshes. These traces allow for joint estimation of fluxes (gradients) as well as values of unknowns within the mesh. Steady-state flow is only calculated in the fractures, the matrix blocks being considered as impervious. For a single conductor ( Fig. 2 ), heads at upstream and downstream tips of a fracture are related through a 1D tube involving two types of elements:
• X-type cells for which flow entering one side exits through the opposite side.
• Y-type cells for which flow enters and exits through adjacent sides. These two types of cells and their boundary conditions are illustrated on Fig. 3 . Considering both the boundary conditions and the discretized Darcy flux for MHFE scheme, it is possible to find outlet flux for each cell type (Table 1) . The flow tube being only composed of the two types of cells and considering the mass balance between two cells, it is possible to calculate the tube numerical flow. The equivalence between the total flux through the reference fracture and the equivalent conductor is written based on equality between the real flux in the fracture and the numerical one in the tube (Fig. 2) .
For the discretization scheme used, the relation between flow and head difference at the inlet and outlet can be easily computed. For a given angle, the number of cells included as a series in each flowing tube ( X N of the X-type and Y N of the Y-type) can be counted and leads to the equivalent permeability:
where e, L and K are the thickness, the length and the permeability of the fracture, respectively. The subscripts sf and r are related to smeared fracture equivalent property and reference property, respectively. For the sake of illustration, considering a horizontal fracture leads to
, the former expression simplifies to:
. This equation expresses equality in transmissivities providing identical total water fluxes. This equivalence is exact for a single conductor. Nevertheless, dealing with several fractures introduces deviations from this due to the treatment of intersections. For an intersection of several fractures, maximal transmissivity is considered. The method is assessed below by comparison with reference calculations.
♦ Transport problem
Two distinct transport modelling strategies were implemented for simulating transport in a fractured rock with a smeared fracture approach: a Lagrangian method and an Eulerian one.
The Lagrangian method is not well suited to the actual flow field for the smeared fracture approach. Indeed, for Y-type meshes, the variability of Darcy velocity over the whole grid is very large, leading to extremely high and low transit times depending on the location of the particle entering the mesh. This difficulty was circumvented by constraining transport paths to controlled flow lines. This is achieved for a release position at the centre of the element edge leading for X and Y type elements to exit positions similarly located at the centre of the edges. Associated travel times are easily computed and yield values of the equivalent porosity consistent with volume ratios. This method was implemented in Cast3M for pure advection allowing for the computation of streamlines. It is computer efficient and was tested with success as regard reference simulations. It requires a theoretical derivation of equivalent porosity (based on summation of transit times associated with N X X-type meshes and N Y Y-type meshes along a single fracture) as well as slight modifications of the particle tracking procedure available in the Cast3M code. However, this approach cannot be extended to other processes such as a diffusion because particles would move to other flow lines than the one selected. Thus, the Lagrangian approach is limited to purely advective transport in the fracture network.
The Eulerian approach has more potential in this situtation and better fits into the expected transport regimes for long-term transfers in a low permeability zone hosting a waste storage. These regimes include purely diffusive process for the matrix blocks, advective and dispersive processes inside fracture network and sorption for both. For the MHFE scheme implemented, advection is introduced as a source term in the classical Eulerian equation (Dabbene et al. 1998) . As a consequence, one does not face the same problems as for the Lagrangian approach. Inclusion of diffusion in matrix zones is straightforward, matrix blocks are meshed and corresponding properties are assigned. One of the most interesting advantages of this approach is that matrix blocks geometry are actually represented. This approach is appropriate for low Peclet Numbers or when transport regimes in the fracture network (advection dominated) and in the matrix blocks (purely diffusive in our approach) are not too much contrasted in terms of characteristic residence times. These conditions are met for slow motion of the water in the system. This is the case for post-closure transfer regimes. The Eulerian approach to transport in a fractured block is developed below.
The mass transfer including advection and dispersion (or diffusion) as well as linear sorption obeys the general following equation:
is the dispersion tensor, ω the porosity, d the pore diffusion coefficient (m 2 /s), α the dispersivity (m), and q the Darcy velocity (m/s).
Transfers within the fracture network and matrix blocks are considered.
The smeared fracture approach for transport relies on the steady state flow modelling and its equivalent parameter estimation presented above. The transport phase requires the estimation of other equivalent properties associated with the fracture elements (i.e., dispersion tensor and porosity assumed as a scalar).
The final transition time through the system adds all the transfer times for all elements met on the path. Thus, the exact equivalent porosity is provided by sf ω : When dealing with fracture networks, the same procedure as for flow is applied to fracture intersections, the dispersion coefficient assigned is the maximum value calculated in the intersection mesh.
Qualification strategy
The smeared fracture procedure allows for a priori exact computation of water and mass fluxes in single fractures, but the approach has to be qualified for reference calculations. The most obvious source of difference is expected for coarse meshing when modelling a finely fractured rock: digitization of the geometry is not sufficient to represent the actual complexity. A criterion assessing the lower limits in mesh size to satisfyingly account for such geometrical aspects is introduced below. Qualification is required because of numerical constraints which are twofold. First, to achieve numerical stability and precision of the results, mesh Peclet numbers should be lower than unity. This means that the mesh size should be lower than dispersivity or equivalently that the coarser the mesh, the more dispersive the transport for the smeared fracture approach. Second, transport is considered in highly contrasted media, including slow diffusive transfers in the matrix blocks and comparatively rapid transfers in the fractures. In the smeared fracture approach, this system is represented with a single mesh size whatever the medium, fracture or matrix. This possibly leads to lack of precision in the simulations or even instabilities and requires a few tests to assess the limits of the approach. Criteria quantifying the level of numerical precision are introduced below.
The smeared fracture approach was tested through a series of configurations including different fracture network geometries as well as a variety of parameter values and flow velocities. The geometries tested for 2D cases are given in Fig. 4 . They include a single fracture configuration (for checking the code implementation), a four fractures academic case, a more realistic 2D fracture network inspired from the situation at the Äspö underground laboratory (200 m Block Scale Experiment).
The basic idea for the qualification study is to make to vary time and space discretization for smeared fracture simulations and compare the results with reference simulations. References are obtained from either analytical solutions or computed solutions over a huge dedicated meshing. Fig. 4 : set of studied geometry with increasing levels of complexity and realism.
Flow (limited to fracture network)
Steady-state flow simulations were carried out for various geometry and flow parameters. Main results are: 1) the smeared fracture approach yields accurate fluxes for single fractures as well as good precision on fracture networks provided a sufficiently refined meshing is used; 2) total fluxes exiting the system are very robust (low sensitivity to the mesh size). The same conclusion holds for fluxes within main conductors that vary within some percents even for coarse meshing; and 3) fluxes in minor conductors can locally vary more strongly (ten to twenty percent). As a consequence, the main constraint on discretizing size is geometrical and rather intuitive: the mesh size should be small enough to account for the actual connectivity of the conductors.
More difficulties occur in modelling transport. Although flow is considered as constant over time, transport is transient, which leads to specific numerical constraints.
Transport in a single fracture system
For the single fracture system of Fig. 4 , the transport of a point source concentration injected in the middle of the fracture is simulated. Breakthrough curves for transported mass flux exiting the block are represented in Fig. 5 . The mesh size is made to vary between 0.5 and 3 m and the "reference" calculation in Fig. 5 it that for a mesh size of 0.4 m. With a rough meshing, the concentration peak levels decrease and breakthrough curves show a larger spreading in time. Nevertheless, peak arrival times show limited sensitivity to mesh size. Note that this first validation scenario only considers transport (advection and dispersion processes) in the fracture and the curve spreadings are due to numerical dispersion. For transient problems such as transport, two numerical criteria must be considered: 1) the Courant or CFL Number, applying to advective transfer and 2) the Fourier Number, associated with diffusive transfer. Ratio of both is the Peclet Number. Implicit scheme is considered for diffusive transport. This allows for resolution with large time steps but introduces a minimal time step value to preserve the monotony of the solution and achieve good precision for the results. The limit is provided in the following expression involving the Fourier Number: 7900 years
), where t ∆ is the time step and ∆ the regular mesh size. Ratio between both expressions corresponds to grid Peclet:
This expression implies that grid size should be lower than dispersion coefficient. In other words, transport cannot be simulated accurately with a dispersivity value lower than the mesh size.
Transport in a single fracture including diffusion in matrix blocks
This geometry (see Fig. 4 ) was tested for three flow regimes leading to breakthrough curves provided in Fig.  6 .1: (i) a dominantly advective regime K1 (negligible matrix diffusion), (ii) an intermediate regime K2, (iii) a dominantly diffusive regime K3 (large matrix diffusion). In Fig. 6 .1, the breakthrough curves are scaled onto the peak level of the slowest transport conditions. Matrix diffusion leads to strong delays in peak arrival times.
Modifications of the shapes of the breakthrough curves are also observed, with a strong tailing effectdue to the slow mass release from matrix zones.
In Fig. 6 .2 to 6.4, the sensitivity of the breakthrough curves at the limits of the domain is presented for the smeared fracture approach (different spatial discretizations) and for the reference simulation (achieved by means of a solution computed over a refined meshing, see black curves with squares). grid size is not necessary to match a given precision level of the results. These observations are explained by considering an additional criterion, which is the Fourier Number associated with diffusion in matrix zones. In line with former explanations, matrix Fourier Number should be large enough:
, that is, for a given time increment, spatial discretization should be sufficiently small. Nevertheless, breakthrough curves in Fig. 6 .1 show that matrix diffusion introduces delayed peak arrival times. When velocity in the fracture decreases, the mean transit time also decreases and is more controlled by matrix diffusion. Time steps calculated from a CFL number should include this retardation effect (time steps should be chosen larger). This delay can be estimated as a retardation coefficient based on the analytical solution to transport by advection in a single fracture and 1D orthogonal diffusion in an infinite matrix. This solution writes for a continuous injection at the inlet of the fracture (Neretnieks 1980; Bear et al. 1993 
with t w the travel time by pure advection in the fracture. The output peak arrival time s t can be obtained from the derivation of Equation (7) and the associated retardation coefficient P R writes: This criterion adds to the former ones when matrix diffusion is included. Note that this criterion for matrix diffusion imposes a small discretization to perform accurate calculations which make the latter more timeconsuming. This criterion is easier to satisfy when matrix diffusion coefficient, retardation coefficient associated with the tracer and additionally water arrival times are large. Large arrival times are achieved for long travel distances and/or low fluid velocities. This is precisely the situation considered for post closure natural flow in low-permeability fractured media.
Finally, this approach is very interesting for long time scale and post-closure simulations. A smeared fracture approach with coarse grids remains efficient with low computation costs when the diffusive regime is dominant among transport mechanisms. For other regimes and accurate results, a finer discretization is required.
Transport in the four fractures system without matrix diffusion
The smeared fracture approach for Eulerian transport within a fracture network was tested on the 4 fractures geometry (Figs. 1 and 4) . The results were compared to simulations performed over the dedicated meshing depicted in Fig. 1.1 . The flow direction is from bottom left to upper right corners of the domain. The initial transport conditions are a point instantaneous injection of a unit concentration in one mesh of the domain. Several release positions were studied corresponding to the different zones mentioned on Fig. 1.2 . Focus is put here on the Zone 0 case, located upstream at the intersection of two main fractures (numbered 3 and 4). Globally, the plume first migrates within both conductors at different velocities, then separates at intersections and reaches finally the outlets at the upper right corner of the domain. Different paths are therefore experienced which leads to the dispersion of the plume over the network. The quantities measured are breakthrough curves at the limits of the domain, concentration fields at different times, temporal evolution of the masses in the fractures and at fracture intersections. A concentration field before peak arrival time is given in Fig. 7 .1 for the smeared fracture simulation. In this study, different levels of discretization have been considered and the limitations of the smeared fracture approach are revealed in two ways :
x Two curves ( Fig. 7. 2) show abnormal evolutions with a very early exit time followed by a classical bellshaped time distribution. These curves correspond to coarser discretizations for which the geometry of the fracture network is badly represented, which , in turn, yields an artificial excess of connection between the network and the edges of the domain.
x The other breakthrough curves from finer discretization (an example with meshes of 1 m on a side is given in Fig. 7 .1) provide expected results including limited numerical dispersion compared with the reference calculation. Fig. 7 .2 a second peak of weak intensity but the smeared fracture approach tends to smooth this kind of detailed feature. This small peak is related with mass arrival from a minor travel path that is not distinctively represented by the smeared fracture approach.
When studying in details the eventual discrepancies in the fracture network, for instance within single conductors, results show (not illustrated here) that the mass sharing and the residence time distribution in minor conductors is less precise than in the major fractures. This is mainly related to larger relative errors on the flow field inside branches of the network with small water fluxes. Nevertheless, whatever the approach (reference or smeared) it is necessary to choose the time step carefully. Since main transport features are related to major conductors, CFL are calculated according to velocities in these units. Precision for advective transport in minor units is necessarily reduced.
In summary, results show that the grid size should be chosen small enough to account for a good digitization of the network geometry. The other effects related with coarse discretization are overall smoothing of breakthrough curves. Nevertheless, if we pay attention to these limits, the approach is promising. Whatever the initial position of the plume, peak arrival time is met with errors close to 5% whereas peak maximum more largely differs (0% to 22% depending on the discretization level and therefore on the numerical dispersion by the MHFE). In terms of computational costs, a transport scenario over a smeared fracture discretization preserving accuracy is calculated more rapidly, about a factor two, than the reference simulation.
Transport in the four fracture system including matrix diffusion
Several test cases were considered for different flow velocities. Fig. 8 shows the breakthrough curve collecting all outlets at the domain boundaries. The solid line with squares corresponds to the reference calculation. Matrix diffusion leads to very a smooth breakthrough curve for the total flux exiting the domain and there is almost no difference between curves computed with various mesh sizes. The conclusions drawn from the single fracture case can be extended to this more complex 4 fractures network. For different transport regimes, precision in peak level and arrival time is within 20% of reference case for lower CPU time (refer to Table 2 for more quantitative results). Precision of the results increase here with the importance of matrix diffusion.
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Dx=0.6m
Dx=0. 8m  Dx=1m  K1  0%  16%  23%  K2  0%  15%  21%  K3  3%  4%  5%  CPU time reduction  70%  40%  30%  Table 2 : Peak level relative error and CPU time reduction
2D system from a block at Äspö
A more realistic system is considered here (for both geometry and parameter values) to demonstrate the applicability of the approach to real cases. The 2D Äspö case considered here is that of a section across the actual 3D geometry of a 200 m fractured block at the Äspö underground laboratory (see Fig. 9 .1). The initial conditions (I.C.) correspond to a pulse unit mass injected at a fracture intersection (see Fig. 9 .2). A head gradient of 3 10 − is taken, in agreement with local natural flow conditions (from upper right to bottom left corners in Fig. 9.2) . In a first step, the system was modelled without matrix diffusion. The breakthrough curve collecting all outlets at the domain boundaries show several arrival peaks. They correspond to different paths followed by the plume. The smeared fracture approach yields results matching fairly well reference calculation again performed over a dedicated meshing (see Fig. 10 .1 and 10.2 for the outlet of fracture #8). In a second step, matrix diffusion is added and the results shown in Fig. 10 .3 for the smeared fracture approach. Reference calculations were not performed in this case. Qualitative evolution of mass flux confirms intuition; the role played by the matrix diffusion is classical, yielding: 1) an arrival time delay, 2) a smoothing effect, 3) a decrease of peak value and 4) a tail. Moreover, peak arrival time is close to the analytical estimate from Equation (8). Results show that the smeared fracture approach can cope with a realistic test case. It provides overall good results with lower computer costs:
• The peak arrival times are in agreement with the reference case or estimates from analytical expressions.
• The precision in peak value depends on discretization (numerical dispersivity) and can be controlled on the basis of numerical criteria in Equations. 6 and 9 and on previously discussed geometrical considerations.
• When the diffusion effect smoothes the breakthrough curves, accuracy of smeared fracture calculations improves.
Conclusions and perspectives
This smeared fracture modelling approach provides relevant results in terms of precision, computational costs, and numerical stability. The quality of the results depends closely on transport regimes in the fractures and on spatial discretization. The domain in which the smeared fracture approach is the most efficient is that of longterm transport (low velocities) when explicit 3D modelling of matrix block geometry is required due to large penetration depths of the concentration into the rock. Nevertheless, a first criterion for the quality of the simulation is that spatial meshing should be sufficiently refined to represent fracture network geometry or 79 years 1000 years more precisely connectivity. Second, equations 6 and 9 provide the higher bounds of the mesh size that guarantees the capture of transport phenomena within fracture network and matrix zones with sufficient precision of the simulations. The next needed step in the development of the smeared fracture model is to address 3D geometry. Meshing and definition of equivalent properties are already available. The code has been tested and qualified for simple cases. An application to the Äspö site (Sweden) is in progress. Another future prospect is relative to the implementation of matrix diffusion for higher velocity cases or shorter time scales. This will be achieved within our Eulerian scheme by means of semi analytical expressions for source terms corresponding to 1D orthogonal diffusion processes.
